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“Contract Thinking” Was  Marvin’s Fatal Flaw

Ira Mark Ellman1

Marvin v. Marvin held that claims that unmarried partners might have against one another

at the conclusion of their relationship would be governed primarily by principles of contract law.

That is, they would have such obligations to one another as they had previously agreed they would

have, no more and no less.2 When Marvin was decided in 1976, it was greeted by most

commentators as a just development, as well as a liberating one. It was seen as just in comparison

to the alternative of allowing no financial claims at all  between unmarried cohabitants whose

relationship had ended (an alternative chosen three years later by the Illinois Supreme Court3).

Writers concerned with the impact of unmarried cohabitation on women were perhaps thus

particularly pleased, apparently assuming that Marvin would protect these women from the financial
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penalty they might otherwise suffer when their higher-earning male partner chose to leave.4 Marvin

was also seen as liberating, however, in comparison to a different alternative holding considered but

rejected by the California Supreme Court, that of assimilating unmarried cohabitants into the legal

regime of marriage. (This alternative was later chosen by the Washington Supreme Court,5 and more

recently by the American Law Institute.6)  California’s choice of a contract remedy was seen as

giving options to partners in intimate relationships, options that would allow each couple to ensure

that the law took proper account of the way they had chosen to fashion their particular relationship.7

Other writers, perhaps inspired by this development, urged that marriage itself be reconceptualized

in contract terms, so that all intimate partners, not just those who declined to marry, could benefit

from the diversity in formal relationships that contract would make possible.8 One widely-noted

book offered a variety of contractual forms to facilitate the choices.9 While contracts scholars were
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writing (prematurely, as it turned out) about the field’s decline as a separate source of obligation10,

family law scholars were thus welcoming contract as the way to shed what was seen as family law’s

quaint, stultifying, and gender-bound reliance on concepts of status. 

There were, however, a few voices dissenting from this triumph of contract over status,11 and

I believe time has vindicated them. The lesson learned from the legacy of Marvin is that contract is

a poor model for intimate relations. Old-fashioned status rules, updated as needed to shed gender-

role rigidities, are far better. That is the central point of this brief essay.

I

The main defect with contract as the conceptual underpinning for claims between intimate

partners is that couples do not in fact think of their relationship in contract terms.12  Perhaps the most

obvious symptom of this defect is that decades of urging by contract enthusiasts have led few

couples (married or unmarried) to make express contracts at all, much less comprehensive contracts

intended to capture what their relationship is all about.13 The paucity of express contracts for intimate
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relationships leads directly to the defect’s more serious legal consequence: courts have no sensible

rule to apply in dealing with end-of-relationship disputes between the typical unmarried partners who

have no express agreement. Some courts hold that in the absence of an express agreement there can

be no claim at all, but more seem to follow Marvin itself and ask whether an agreement between

parties can be implied from their conduct.14 The difference between these two approaches may be

more apparent than real, however. If couples do not in fact think of their relationship in contract

terms, then a doctrine that directs courts to decide their disputes by looking for a contract is unlikely

to find one. This should lead the observer to question whether the inquiry is misdirected from the

start. Do we want courts to think broadly about the rules that yield a fair dissolution of an unmarried

couple’s relationship, or do we want to limit courts to searching the parties’ conduct for evidence

that at some point in the past they agreed upon terms that should now govern their mutual

obligations?

The contract inquiry is obviously the more narrow one, for contract focuses on one particular
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aspect of fairness, keeping one’s promises. The very idea of contract is to bind parties now to terms

that they agreed upon earlier, to require the later self to remain true to the earlier self’s commitments.

Our willingness to allow persons to bind themselves in this way depends in important part on our

assumption that individuals have the capacity to determine for themselves whether it is in their

interest to make such a commitment about their future conduct. With respect to individuals for whom

we doubt that factual assumption, such as children, contractual promises are not binding. Yet there

is considerable social science evidence that perfectly competent adults lack the capacity to evaluate

rationally the contractual commitments involved in an agreement about the consequences that should

flow from the dissolution of their intimate relationships–a dissolution which they do not expect to

occur, and which may well occur, if it does occur, many years in the future when their lives are

dramatically different.15 Relationships develop over time in ways that competent adults will often

fail to anticipate, and which may change their lives fundamentally. These considerations were

important to the recommendations in the American Law Institute’s recently promulgated Principles

of the Law of Family Dissolution that courts consider whether injustice will result from the

enforcement of a premarital agreement when it was made years before its enforcement is sought, or

before the contracting parties had children together.16  The Institute’s position in fact reflects the

treatment of premarital agreements by many American courts.17 

If such concerns over the ability of spouses to foresee the long-term consequences of
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premarital agreement requires limits on their enforceability, then surely those same concerns also

cast doubt on any rule that would decide claims between unmarried partners by reference to express

contracts they made years earlier. Even more doubtful would be a rule directing the court, if there

is no express contract, to decide the claim by attempting to plumb the intentions that the parties may

have brought to the relationship years before their current dispute arose. Contracts bind parties

forever to the terms they agreed upon at execution, and this static conception of obligation is

unsuited to the  realities of intimate relationships.18 

One need only look at some of the cases to see how far a contract rubric takes one from

results that sensibly and fairly coordinate with actual human behavior. Friedman v. Friedman,19 a

California case, was decided nearly twenty years after Marvin, but involved a couple (Terri and

Elliott) who began living together in 1967, before Marvin had been decided. Children of the 1960's,

they did not believe official marriage necessary for the lifetime commitment they intended, and so

vowed to be “partners in all respects without any sanction by the state.”  They purchased property
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in Alaska as “husband and wife”, had two children together, and in the late 1970's moved to Berkeley

where Elliott attended law school and prospered economically. 

By 1982 their attitude about relationships had perhaps changed, because they made plans to

marry. Yet when bad weather kept Elliott from returning from a business trip in time for the

wedding, it was never rescheduled, suggesting perhaps that the interest in marriage was not entirely

mutual. By the mid 1980's Terri, who had performed the classic homemaking role throughout their

relationship, became disabled with serious back problems. Their relationship apparently deteriorated

with her back, and in 1992 Terri filed a legal complaint seeking equitable relief, including support.

The trial court found the parties had an “implied contract” providing that if they separated Elliott

would support Terri in the same manner as if they had married, and accordingly ordered temporary

support pending final determination of Terri’s claim.  The couple had no express agreement defining

the obligations they would have to one another at their relationship’s end, and the appeals court,

plausibly enough, held the evidence of implied agreement also insufficient to sustain the trial court’s

order. Indeed, the parties’ decision to live together “without any sanction by the state” was

inconsistent, the court concluded,  with Terri’s claim that they agreed to be bound by the support

rules applicable to marriage. As Elliot said of Terri’s claim for post-relationship support: “That was

not part of our life. It was not part of what we were doing....When we split up, we split up.”

Even those most sympathetic to Terri’s claims must concede that Elliot’s understanding of

the couple’s arrangement, at the time they decided to live together, is entirely plausible. Young

persons in their twenties, with no children, few responsibilities, and many prospects in front of them,

may see little reason to bind themselves to lifetime obligations that could outlast their mutual

affection. But for Terri, 1967 is then, 1992 is now. Much of a lifetime has passed. Should the law
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really say that after 25 years together raising two children, Elliott can leave their relationship

lucratively employed and with no obligations at all to Terri, who has become disabled, because she

cannot show that at some earlier time he had entered into a contract agreeing to them?  Some might

argue that the problem is that the court is looking for the wrong contract. It need not find an

agreement about post-relationship obligations; it need only find an agreement to have the

relationship itself, an agreement it could then conclude that Elliot has breached, leaving him liable

for support. But that analysis is no better, for it is hardly certain that Elliot is in breach of any such

agreement. Maybe, after all, they agreed to stay with one another only so long as love endured, and

neither of them is in breach. Or maybe Elliott can argue that some aspect of Terri’s recent conduct

violates their 1967 understanding, putting her in breach even if he is the one who wishes to leave.

Can the 1992 court really reconstruct the 1967 understanding, or even, if one were claimed, a revised

1977 version? As I said years ago in a different context:

Indeed, one might well argue that couples divorce precisely because they discover,

as specific issues arise after some years of marriage, that in fact there never was a

clear contract, that they do not have the same understanding of their mutual

commitment. Although they had an agreement of sorts, it was at a level of great

generality. Mutual love, mutual support, mutual respect, are all commitments

newlyweds might readily agree they undertook, even though they differ later in their

understanding of the concrete consequences of those commitments. A court would

typically have no basis for deciding which understanding was correct.  The spouses'

'agreement' was simply too vague to provide a court with sufficient guidance to
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determine whether it has been breached.20 

Sociologists tell us that in the United States, long-term relationships between unmarried

cohabitants are not the norm: such persons usually either split up or remarry.21 But cases involving

long-term cohabitations do exist, and surely a doctrine intended to work justice at the dissolution of

cohabiting relationships ought to deal aptly with them. The Marvin doctrine does not. There are other

cases like Elliott’s and Terri’s, with similar results.22 There are also cases in which the court

responds to similar facts by stretching contract doctrine beyond recognition in order to justify a

remedy,23 as the dissenting judge urged in Friedman itself.24 Either response would seem to indicate

a mismatch between the problem (what do people owe one another when it’s over?) and the doctrine

these courts employ to deal with it.

II
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Let me now return to examine further my central premise, that people do not think of their

intimate relationship in contract terms. We surely do think of successful marriages and marriage-like

relationships as reciprocal, which can easily seem like “contractual”. But contract involves more than

reciprocity; it involves a bargained-for exchange. The difference is central. There is reciprocity when

I pick up the tab at lunch with a friend. Perhaps he paid last time, or perhaps we have spent lunch

discussing my plans for my son. Either way, I want to pay down my social debt.  There is a

bargained-for-exchange, on the other hand, as between my friend and I, and the restaurant. When we

ordered, we made a deal: if you bring us hamburgers, we will pay you the price shown on the menu.

This deal is a discrete item, which is not to say that repeat customers cannot develop fuller

relationships with their vendor: I might be more likely to tolerate one day’s badly charred burger, and

the restauranteur more likely to react civilly when I ask to pay tomorrow. But none of this changes

our understanding about the bill for lunch. When I pay I satisfy a legal debt, not a social one.

Commercial actors can exchange all the civilities in the world, and may even be friends in other

contexts, but business is business. 

Now the confusion in the law arises from the fact that while marriages (and domestic

partnerships) are quite obviously more like friendships than hamburgers, they also give rise to legally

enforceable obligations, which leads some people to forget the obvious and think they are like

hamburgers after all. The error apparently arises from the mistaken assumption that the legal

obligations arising from marriage must have their source in a bargained-for exchange. The mistake

is probably facilitated by the fact that the reciprocal nature of a successful marriage gives it a

superficial resemblance to a bargained-for exchange, which is after all the source of so many legal

obligations. But we must remain clear about the difference. Lunch with my friend may leave me with
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sense of social debt that is real, but non-specific. My opportunities to reciprocate may vary from

paying for lunch to helping my friend’s brother prepare for a job interview, and for each of us

gauging what is appropriate to offer or expect is an important social skill. Our debt to the restaurant

is not so open-textured. Friendship involves communicating interest in and concern for one another’s

welfare over a longer time horizon; opportunities to reciprocate may not present themselves in

convenient sequence for turn-taking. The debt to the restaurant, by contrast, involves paying $23.37.

Now.

So legal obligations are well-defined in both time and nature, while the reciprocities expected

in close social relationships are not; legal obligations are discrete; social obligations are embedded

in a larger relationship on which they depend for their existence and meaning. The strength of a

friendship may be inversely proportional to the extent to which either party feels a need to keep

careful tabs on favors extended or received. There is indeed some recent data on marriages that make

this very point. As the sociologist Steven Nock has observed in interpreting that data, “keeping the

mental books...is dangerous for a marriage.”25 If lovers have bargains, they are complex emotional

bargains in which they themselves may not easily identify the quids and quos. Sociologists have

found that even though wives almost always do much more of the housework, most wives believe

this division of labor is fair.26 Not equal–fair. How can wives believe this?  Presumably because they

see their relationship as a whole, not as series of discrete transactions, and believe that in the

relationship as a whole, both partners are contributing. They also see their relationship, as Nock
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observes, as existing over time, with a past and a future, in which the balance sheet need not tally

day-by-day.27  Husbands undoubtedly make similar kinds of assessments. How else could so many

husbands who work long hours providing the lion’s share28 of the family’s income simultaneously

feel they gain so much from their marriage? And of course if they feel that way, who is to gainsay

them? Nock guesses, quite plausibly I believe, that most husbands think it fair that they are expected

to work for pay even if their wives are not.29 

The point here is that the successful marriage, and by extension the successful domestic

partnership, is not based upon the parties’ compliance with any agreement explicit enough in its

terms for the law sensibly to treat it as a contract. The successful intimate relationship is reciprocal

but not contractual. This intuition would seem to lie behind the old rule, still seen in the cases,30 that

services rendered in the course of a nonmarital “meretricious” relationship are presumed to have

been provided gratuitously, and not with any expectation of repayment. On one hand, this

characterization often seems jarring,  because the relationship is reciprocal, and services are not

donated by one party to the other in isolation from assumptions that the relationship will continue

and is important in the lives of both partners. On the other hand, because long-term intimate partners
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do not in fact usually provide services for one another as part of a bargained-for exchange, the

presumption that services are rendered “gratuitously” is probably correct as a matter of contract law.

Mutual gifting arising from mutual concern and affection is not the same as a bargained-for

exchange.

These points of course apply equally to married partners, which tells us that the legal claims

allowed between formers spouses are not based upon contract, but something else. What else? The

legal duties that arise when people’s lives become entwined. Relationships are themselves the source

of legal duties, without the need for any assist from contract. This is not a new idea. Landlords and

tenants, employers and employees, neighbors, lawyers and clients, doctors and patients all incur

legally enforceable duties to one another arising from their relationship.31 They may have a contract



certainly  is no bystander.”);  Ann M. v. Pacific Plaza Shopping Center, 6 Cal. 4th 666, 674 (1993) (recognizing that

commercial landowners owe both tenants and patrons a general duty of care, which has been held to include the

obligation to take reasonable steps to secure common areas against foreseeable criminal acts of third parties);  Sharp v.

W.H . Moo re, Inc., 796 P.2d 506, 509  (Idaho 1990) (im posing a duty  in certain circumstances on a bu siness owner to

protect patrons from the foreseeable criminal conduct of third parties).

For additional ex ample s of when courts have sought to impose obligations based on the existence of some

special relationship, see Yu v. New York, N. H. & H. R. Co., 144 A.2d 56, 58 (Conn. 1958) (requiring a common carrier

to take reasonable affirmative steps to aid a passenger in danger);  Abbo tt v. U.S. Lines, Inc., 512 F.2d 118, 121 (4th  Cir.

1975) (imposing a duty on the ship ’s officers to search and attempt a rescue of a crewman who had fallen overboard);

Iglesias v. Wells, 44 1 N.E .2d 1017, 1021 (Ind. App. 1982) (recognizing the duty of law enforcement officers to keep

prisoners safe and free from harm);  Juarez v. Boy Scouts of America, Inc., 97 Cal. Rptr. 2d 12, 35-36 (Cal. App. 2000)

(finding that public policy factors, including the special relationship between a boy scout organization and its scouts,

supports  the imposition of a du ty of care to have taken reasonable pro tective measures to protect the children from the

risk of sexu al abuse  by adu lt volunteers involved in scouting programs);  Fazzolari v. Portland School Dist. No. 1J, 734

P.2d 1326, 1 331 (Ore. 1987) (noting that “it is a special duty arising from the relationship between educators and

children entrusted to their care apart  from an y genera l respon sibility no t unrea sonab ly to exp ose peo ple to a fores eeable

risk of harm.”).
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which itself creates obligations, and we may think of their mutual decision to enter into the

relationship as a kind of contract. But in all these cases the law may impose duties upon them which

are based upon the relationship itself, not upon any agreement between them. 

And family law provides perhaps the oldest examples of legal duties arising from

relationships, whether as husband and wife, or parent and child. These are relationships to which the

law gives special attention: the terms husband, wife, parent, and child are status labels conferred by

the law, with legal consequence. In the case of parent and child the limited utility of contract

conceptions as the foundation of legal duty is obvious. But the noncontractual foundation of legal

duties between intimate partners is nearly as clear, I think, once one gives it much thought.

Understanding that the law’s recognition of legal obligations between husbands and wives

is not based upon contract tells us that Marvin’s focus on contract with respect to nonmarital couples

missed the mark conceptually, which explains why it fails in cases like Terri’s and Eliott’s. A

sensible legal rule for deciding when legal duties arise between unmarried cohabitants will not ask



32.  My enthusiasm for the Institute’s approach will not surprise readers who know that I was Chief Reporter

for this Institute project, and one of the two Reporters (the other was Grace B lumb erg, who  did most of the work after

the coauthored initial d rafts) p rimar ily resp onsib le for its  chap ter on  Dom estic P artne rs. Th e Insti tute’s  analysis of when

former spouses incur continuing legal duties to one another is contained primarily in Sections 5.02 through 5.05, wh ile

the key section with respect to unmarried partners is 6.03. (These are the section numbers that will be employed in the

final published version, which is expected to appear in print before the end of 2001, although the numbering of Sections

5.02 and 6.03 remain unchanged.). As of this date, the most recent published version of § 6.03 is contained in Tentative

Draft No. 4 (April 2000), while the sections from Chapter 5 can be found in the Pro posed  Final D raft, Part I, issu ed in

1997. The project received final approval at the Institute’s May, 2000 Annual Meeting.
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whether they had a contract, but whether their nonmarital relationship shares with marriage those

qualities which lead us to impose legal duties as between husbands and wives. What are those

qualities? And how can law state an administrable rule that captures them in the non-marital context?

These are the important tasks confronting any court or legislature devising a rule to govern

nonmarital relationships. I believe a more promising approach to them is offered by the American

Law Institute’s recent effort in the Principles of the Law of Family Dissolution.32 I cannot repeat the

Institute’s entire analysis in this brief essay.  But it would perhaps be useful to describe the Institute’s

approach toward identifying those nonmarital relationships which bear a sufficient resemblance to

marriage to justify and require similar post-relationship legal obligations between the parties, whom

the Institute calls “domestic partners”.

 Section 6.03 defines domestic partners as “two persons of the same or opposite sex, not

married to one another, who for a significant period of time share a primary residence and a life

together as a couple.” A key phrase in this definition is “share a life together as a couple”.  The same

section lists circumstances that bear on deciding whether any particular unmarried couple falls within

this class. The list includes many of the typical practicalities of sharing lives, such as the extent to

which the parties commingled their finances, but it also includes considerations of another kind, such

as the extent to which the parties themselves treated their relationship “as qualitatively distinct from



33. A far more sensible approach to this problem was taken by the Oregon Supreme Court in Latham v. Latham,

274 Or. 421, 427, 547 P.2d 144, 147 (1976) when it held that it would enforce agreements so long as sexual services

were not the “primary consideration”–so long as the agreement “contemplated all the burdens and amenities of married

life”. But note that in requiring a contract of such broad scope, the cou rt moved tow ard a requirement qu ite similar to

the Institute’s, for it might seem a c laim wo uld arise u nder th is doctrin e when ever the p arties staye d toget her for a w hile

in a relationship which was regarded by them as the equivalent of marriage. Terri and Elliott, for example, would seem

to have fallen within the ambit of this test. In fact, Oregon co urts were later more explicit in abandoning exclusive

reliance upon  contrac t ideas, concluding that while the parties’ intent is important, the court is “not precluded from

exercising [its] equitable powers to reach a fair result based on the circumstances of each case”. Wilber v. DeLapp, 850

P.2d 1151, 1153 (Or.App. 1993).
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the relationship either party had with any other person,” and other circumstances that perhaps

combine these two, such as whether the relationship “wrought change in the life of either or both

parties.” Another factor that this section includes among those supporting the conclusion that the

parties “share a life together as a couple” is the “physical intimacy” of the parties’ relationship.

Surely, physical intimacy is psychologically and socially one central fact distinguishing true couples

whose relationship should trigger continuing legal obligations from friends whose relationship

should not. Yet Marvin had great difficulty with this simple but central point, for its very treatment

of true couples under the contract rubric risks likening them to coupling that is commercial. So the

Marvin court apparently felt constrained to caution that of course any sex must be severed from the

enforceable part of the contract, that no recovery can be had for any portion of the agreement that

“rests upon” illicit sexual services. Yet, one might ask, one kind of relationships did the Marvin

court have in mind? Must the Marvin petitioner show that the couple’s sexual relationship had no

important meaning to them, that they could just as easily have been celibate without any impact upon

the give and take in the rest of their relationship? If so, then one would expect the case to apply to

precious few couples.33

Quite clearly, some of the considerations listed in § 6.03 could present a factfinding

challenge, and so for ease of administration the section goes on to provide that persons who have a



34. Section 6.03, Com ment d, Tentative Draft No. 4 at 23.

35. Id.

36. Chapter Seven of the ALI Principles, which governs the enforceability of premarital agreements, in fact

applies as well, by its terms, to agreements between domestic partners that would vary the Principles ’ application to them.

37. See Ira  Mark E llman et  al, FAMILY LAW : CASES, TEXT, PROBLEMS 929 (3d ed., 1998).
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child together, and share a common household for a minimum period of time (the Institute suggests

two years34) are domestic partners. Even if they have no common child, persons who share a

common household for a long enough period (three years are suggested35) are treated as domestic

partners unless one of them shows that they did not share a life together as a couple. When a couple

lives together long enough, in their own primary residence, and certainly when they combine that

with having children together, it is reasonable to assume they have a relationship of a kind that gives

rise to mutual obligations of which the law should take cognizance. Perhaps contract could have a

role for couples who wish to avoid that legal conclusion, just as the law allows married couples to

vary, by contract, some of the consequences of their marital status.36 But contract is not the basis of

their legal obligations to one another.

III

Twenty-five years later, Marvin thus seems dated, the harbinger of a revolution that never

took place. To be sure, there has been a large increase in the number of unmarried cohabiting

couples.37 But that was the revolution Marvin was responding to, not the revolution that some

thought it would engender. If one takes a global perspective, the ALI’s approach to handling

nonmarital relationships appears to be the trend, in locations as close as Canada and as far as



38. See th e autho rities cited in  the Rep orter’s N otes to  § 6.03 o f the Prin ciples. 

39. See Posik v. Layton, 695 So.2d 759 (Fla. 1997) and the case it cites.

40. For a compendium of such third-party recognitions, kept current, see <http://www.hrc.org/>. 

41. It was also beyond the scope of the ALI Principles, which dealt only with the rights of unmarried parties inter

se, even though the status classification which it adopted may lend itself more easily to wider application.
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Australia.38 The trend has been pushed in important part by society’s gradually increasing acceptance

of same-sex couples. The  Marvin doctrine has itself been applied to same-sex couples,39 to be sure,

but the enforcement of private agreements, while better than nothing, does not offer the same

symbolic recognition as the  inclusion of same-sex couples within a state-defined status classification

such as “domestic partners”. And of course it is same-sex couples, for whom marriage is not

available, who are the most interested parties to this legal development. Fuller recognition of same-

sex couples of course involves not only the availability of marriage-like rules as between the partners

themselves, when their relationship ends, but also the recognition of such couples by third parties,

such as employers and government, as equivalent to married couples in connection with any of the

myriad benefits that flow from marital status.40 This current arena of reform is of course entirely

beyond the scope of the contract question addressed by Marvin, which thus has little to contribute

to it.41 Marvin was perhaps a necessary first step, but it surely was not the last.


